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Waiting

You were waiting for your end  Listening to the knocks on your door  Now they have broken the gate  Love has made its way in  And brought the world with it  Where will you run to now?
- Roshan



to love a poet

to love a poet 
is to admit the world 

is tragic

- Tyler Matthew



A Question

A voice said, Look me in the stars 
And tell me truly, men of earth, 

If all the soul-and-body scars 
Were not too much to pay for birth.

- Robert Frost



(sinner apologies)

i know only how to wear this body like an apology. 
like i’m sorry i take up too much space.  

like i’m sorry,  
i don’t feel small enough to fit into your hands.  

i wear it like a sin.  
like a prayer that never feels answered.  
like confessions i keep trying to change. 
i wear it like a broken commandment,  

because i love thy neighbour,  
but i hate myself.

- NV



Sadness doesn’t always have a name

There is an unnamed sadness in my mouth
I think it’s you, but there are so many others it could be

And I am no longer sure of anything

- Salmaelwarany



My sorrow is now without torment.
And I must admit
I am not content.

I lament the loss of conflict that attached 
My sorrow with some importance.

I am now just sad with no reason for being sad.
And that my friends

Is just sad.

- Scott Wilson



Poetry is a machine
For evoking,
then erasing, 

The memory of its own origin

- Remi Theory



Education is an admirable thing,
But it is well to remember from time to time
That nothing worth knowing can be taught

- Oscar Wilde



She holds the ashes of angels in her mouth
She tries to speak

But hell comes rushing out

- Unkown



Humans bore me.
I mean sure, every now and then I’d like to know

Which way her hand rotates when she masturbates.
But for the most part, I feel no need to get close to people.

- Kata


